
CORNER Master-7™

High-Volume Electric 
Corner Rounder



If your business needs a high-volume, durable corner cutter, the CornerMaster-7™ corner rounder is the 
answer for you. Designed to cut PVC, polyester, paper and polypropylene, this electric corner rounder can cut 
up to 3” of stock at a time. It comes complete with seven interchangeable dies in sizes from 5/32” up to 7/16” 
radii; dies are changed by simply unlocking the die selector and spinning it to the desired radius. Additional 
features include foot-pedal control for hands-free operation, a metal top-plate, a paper jogger, and a hold-down 
clamp that stabilizes stock during the cutting process. Should dies become dull, additional dies, including 1/16” 
and 1/8” are available; die change tools are included with the CornerMaster-7™. The heavy-duty design of the 
CornerMaster-7™ combined with its instant change-over die system makes this desk-top corner rounder ideal 
for any print-shop environment. 

CORNER Master-7™

CORNER Master-7™

Pile Height Capacity Up to 3˝ (76mm)

Speed up to 56 Cycles / Minute

Included Die Radii Revolver with 7 Cutting Dies (R4 to R10) / 2 Second Die Change

Additional Dies Available R2 / R3 / R5 / R6 / R7 / R8 / R9 / R10

Functions Electrical Foot Pedal

Features Metal Top Plate / Metal Safety Cover / Switch Interface 
/ Removable Paper Cuttings Catch Tray

Shipping Weight 130 lbs

Electrical 110 V / 120 W / 15 Amp

Warranty 1-Year on Parts

Specifications

1/16" to 7/16"
Corner Radii

110 V

56 Cycles / Minute

Skandacor™ is on mission to proactively pursue products, solutions, and services that will 
advance our clients brands and returns. Our pro™ lineup of products and equipment creatively 
deliver the highest value through only the best in opportunity, quality, and performance.  

Finishing Applications in Covers, Booklets, Business Cards, Pouches, etc.  

Available Dies

Note: The information given within this spec sheet is believed to be true and accurate and is not intended to violate any statutory condition or right of a third party. Skandacor™ makes no warranty, 
express or implied, as to the fitness of the products for any specific use or purpose. The included data is purely for reader’s consideration, investigation and verification.
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